
Well, guess who had an interesting (un-nerving) experience last
Sunday. My dive started with friendly fish darting around me
and some beautiful nudibranch photography. My big divelight’s
batteries died, and I continued to dive with the camera spotting
lights (very dim). Down at 70ft I saw a dark shadow emerge
from rocks several feet away. As I recognised a large Octopus
coming out of a crevice I though ‘Wow, a friendly Octopus
coming out to say hello.’  Turns out I was wrong!  Before I knew
what was going to happen, this creature anchored two of its
tentacles around a rock and latched onto me and my camera
equipment with the remaining four tentacles.

I was not happy. In self defence I pushed my burned out

flashlight to the body. Nothing happened and I was getting
pulled down. Now I was even less happy and was wondering
‘How do I get a shot of this?’ Luckily I was able to get my
feet/fins on a rock and push straight up. With this big effort on
my part the creature decided I was not fit to be had for dinner
and released me. Needless to say I hussled to shallower water
after that. During the remaining minutes of the dive I stopped
to take some more pictures, but kept looking over my shoulder
for a sneak attack. Glad to say I was not followed. My best guess
is that this Giant Pacific Octopus would have been
approximately  8-10 feet toe to toe.

Another successful photoshoot completed.0
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